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1 IntrodutionDetetion and reognition of objets is the most diÆult task in omputervision. In many papers objet detetion and objet reognition are onsid-ered as distint problems, treated separately and under di�erent names, e.g.objet loalisation (detetion) and reognition. In our approah loalisationof an objet of a given lass is a natural generalisation of objet reogni-tion. In the terminology that we introdue objet detetion is understoodto mean the reognition of objet's lass (a ower, a pen, a ar et.), whileobjet reognition implies distinguishing between spei� objets from onelass (the ower named daisy, my blue pen, et.). In this paper we fous onobjet detetion. Aordingly, an objet lass, or ategory, is a set of objetswith similar loal surfae properties and global geometry. In partiular, weaddress the problem of fae loalisation.The main idea of this paper is based on the premise that objets in alass an be represented by arrangements of automatially detetable dis-riminative regions. Disriminative regions are distinguished regions exhibit-ing properties important for objet detetion and reognition. Distinguishedregions are "loal parts" of the objet surfae, appearane of whih is stableover a wide range of views and illumination onditions. Instanes of the at-egory are represented by a statistial model of appearane of loal pathesde�ned in terms of disriminative regions and by their relationship. We arenot proposing to segment the objet or to segment some "meaningful parts"of it but to learn from examples whether there are regions, detetable in aview-point and illumination invariant way, that have similar positions andloal appearane for all, or a signi�ant proportions of, objets in a givenlass. Suh a loal model of objets has a number of attrative properties,e.g. robustness to partial olusion and simpler illumination ompensationin omparison with global models.Super�ially, the framework seems to be no more than a loal appearane-based method. The main di�erene is the fous in our work on the sele-tion of regions where appearane is modeled. Detetors of suh regions arebuilt during the learning phase. In the detetion stage, multiple detetorsof disriminative regions proess the image. Detetion is then posed as aombinatorial optimisation problem. Details of the sheme are presented inSetion 3. Before that, previous work is revised in Setion 2. Experimentsin deteting human faes based on the proposed framework are desribed inSetion 4. Possible re�nements of the general framework are disussed inSetion 5. The main ontributions of this paper are summarised in Setion6. 2



2 Previous WorkMany early objet reognition systems were based on two basi approahes:� template mathing | one or more �lters (templates), representing eahobjet, are applied to a part of image, and from their responses thedegree of similarity between the templates and the image is dedued.� measuring geometri features | geometri measurements (distane,angle ...) between features are obtained and di�erent objets are har-aterised by di�erent onstraints imposed on the measurements.It is was showed by Brunelli et al. [2℄ that template mathing outperformsmeasuring geometri features, sine the approah exploits more informationextrated from the image. Although template mathing works well for sometypes of patterns, there must be omplex solutions to ope with non-rigidobjets, illumination variations or geometrial transformation due to di�erentamera projetions.Both approahes, template mathing and measuring geometri onstraints,an be ombined together to redue their respetive disadvantages. Brunelliet al. [2℄ showed that a fae detetor onsisting of individual features linkedtogether with rude geometry onstraints have better performane than adetetor based on "whole-fae" template mathing.Yuille [19℄ proposed the use of deformable templates to be �tted to on-trast pro�les by the gradient desent of a suitable energy funtion. A similarapproah was proposed by Lades et al. [8℄ and Wiskott et al. [18℄. Theydeveloped a reognition method based on deformable meshes. The mesh(representing objet or objet's lass) is overlaid over image and adjustedto obtain the best math between the node desriptors and the image. Thelikelihood of math is omputed from the extent of mesh deformation.Shmid et al. [13, 16℄ proposed detetors based on loal-jets. The ro-bustness is ahieved by using spatial onstraints between loally detetedfeatures. The spatial onstraints are represented by angle and length ratios,that are supposed to be Gaussian variables eah with their own mean andstandard deviation.Burl et al. [3, 4, 5℄ introdued a prinipled framework for representingpossible deformations of objets using probabilisti shape models. The ob-jets are again represented as onstellations of rigid features (parts). Thefeatures are haraterised photometrially. The variability of onstellationsis represented by a joint probability density funtion.A similar approah is used by Mohan et al. [12℄ for the detetion ofhuman bodies. The loal parts are again reognised by detetors based on3



photometri information. The geometri onstraints on mutual positions ofthe loal parts in the image are de�ned heuristially.All the above mentioned methods make deisions about the presene orabsene of the objet in the image only from geometri onstraints. Ourproposed method shares the same framework, but in our work the loal fea-ture detetor and geometri onstraints de�ne only a set of possible loationsof objet in the image. The �nal deision is made using photometri infor-mation, where the parts of objet between the loal features are taken intoaount as well.There are other di�erenes between our approah and the approah ofShmid [16℄ or Burl [3, 5℄. A oordinate system is introdued for eah objetfrom the objet lass. This allows us to takle the problem of seletingdistintive and well loalisable features in a natural way whereas in the aseof Shmid's approah, detetable regions were seleted heuristially and amodel was built from suh seleted features. Eventhough Weber [17℄ used anautomati feature seletion, this was not arried out in an objet-normalisedspae (as was in our approah), and onsequently no requirements on thespatial stability of features were spei�ed. The relative spatial stability ofdisriminative regions used in our method failitates a natural aÆne-invariantway of verifying the presene of a fae in the image using orespondeniesbetween points in the normalized objet spae and the image, as will bedisussed into detail further.3 Method OutlineObjet detetion is performed in three stages. First, the disriminative re-gion detetors are applied to image, and thus a set of andidate loationsis obtained. In the seond stage, the possible onstellations (hypotheses) ofdisriminative regions are formed. In the third stage the likelihood of eahhypothesis is omputed. The best hypotheses are veri�ed using the photo-metri information ontent from the test image. For algoritmi details seeSetion 4.3.In the following setions we de�ne several terms used in objet reognitionin a more formal way. The main aim of the setions is to unify di�erentapproahes in the literature and di�erent taxonomy.3.1 Objet ClassesFor our purposes, we de�ne an objet lass as a olletion of objets whihshare harateristi features, i.e. objets are omposed of several loal parts4



and these parts are in a spei� spatial relationship. We assume the loalparts are detetable in the image diretly and the possible arrangementsof the loal parts are given by geometrial onstraints. The geometrialonstraints should be invariant with respet to a prede�ned group of trans-formations. Under this assumption, the task of disrimination between twolasses an be redued to measuring the di�erenes between loal parts andtheir geometrial relationships.3.2 Distinguished RegionsImagine you are presented with two images depiting objets from one lass.You are asked to mark orresponding points in the image pair. We wouldargue that, unless distinguished regions are present in the two images, thetask is extremely hard. Two views of a white featureless wall, a path of grass,sea surfae or an ant hill might be good examples. However, on most objets,we �nd surfae pathes that an be separated from their surroundings andare detetable over a wide range of views. Before proeeding further, we givea more formal de�nition of distinguished region:Distinguished Region (DR) is any subset of an image that is aprojetion of a part of sene (an objet) possessing a distinguish-ing property allowing its detetion (segmentation, �gure-groundseparation) over a range of viewing and illumination onditions.In other words, the DR detetion must be repeatable and stable w.r.t. view-point and illumintion hanges. DRs are referred to in the literature as 'inter-est points' [6℄, 'features' [1℄ or 'invariant regions' [15℄. Note that we do notrequire DRs to have some transformation-invariant property that is uniquein the image. If a DR possessed suh a property, �nding its orrespondingDR in an other image would be greatly simpli�ed. To inrease the likelihoodof this happening, DRs an be equipped with a haraterisation omputedon assoiated measurement regions:Measurement Region (MR) is any subset of an image de�nedby a transformation-invariant onstrution (projetive, aÆne, sim-ilarity invariant) from one or more (in ase of grouping) regions.Sine DRs are projetions of the same part of an objet in both views andMRs are de�ned in a transformation-invariant manner they are quasi view-point invariant. Besides the simplest and most ommon ase where the MRis the DR itself, a MR may be onstruted for example as a onvex hull of aDR, a �tted ellipse (aÆnelly invariant, [15℄), a line segment between a pair5



of interest points [14℄ or any region de�ned in a DR-derived oordinates. Ofourse, invariant measurements from a single or even multipleMRs assoiatedwith a DR will not guarantee a unique math on e.g. repetitive patterns.However, often DR haraterisation by invariants omputed on MR mightbe unique or almost unique.Note that, any set of pixels, not neessarily ontinous, an posses a distin-guishing property. Many pereptual grouping proesses detet suh arrange-ments, e.g. a set of (unonneted) edges lying along a straight line form aDR of maximum edgel density. The property is view-point quasi-invariantand detetable by the Hough Transform. The 'distinguished pixel set' [9℄would be a more preise term, but it is umbersome.The separation of the onepts of DR and MRs is important and notmade expliit in the literature.3.3 Disriminative RegionsThe de�nition of "loal part" (sometimes also alled "feature", "objet om-ponent" et.) is very vague in the reent literature. For our purpose it isimportant to de�ne it more preisely. In the following disussion we will usethe term "disriminative region" instead of "loal part". In this way, wewould like to emphasise the di�erene between our de�nition of disrimina-tive region and the usual sense of loal part (a disriminative region is a loalpart with speial properties important for its detetion and reognition).Disriminative region is de�ned by disriminative desriptors omputedon MR (DR) and have to have the following properties:� Stability under hange of imaging onditions. Disriminative regionmust be detetable over a wide range of imaging onditions (viewpoint,illumination).� Good intra-lass loalisation. The variation in the position of the dis-riminative region in the objet oordinate system should be small fordi�erent objets in the same lass.� Uniqueness. A small number of similar disriminative regions shouldbe present in the image of both objet and bakground.� High inidene. The disriminative region should be detetable in ahigh proportion of objets from the same lass.Note, there exists a trade-o� between the ability to loalise objets and theability to disriminate between. A very disriminative part an be a strong6



ue, even if it appears in an arbitrary loation on the surfae of the objet.On the other hand, a less disriminative part an only ontribute informationif it ours in a stable spatial relationship relative to other parts.3.4 Combining EvideneThis is a rather important stage of the detetion proess, whih signi�antlyinuenes the overall performane of the system and makes it robust with re-spet to arbitrary geometrial transformations. The ombination of evideneoming from the deteted disriminative regions is arried out in a novel way,signi�antly di�erent from approahes of the Shmid et al. [13, 16℄ or Burlet al. [3, 4, 5℄.In most approahes, a shape model is built over the plaement of parti-ular disriminative regions. I� an admissible on�guration of these regionsis found in an image, an instane of objet in the image is hypothesised.It means that all the information onveyed by the area that lies betweenthe deteted disriminative regions is disarded. If you imagine a ollage,onsisting of one eye, a nostril and a mouth orner plaed in a reasonablemanner on a blak bakground, this will still be deteted as a fae, sine noother parts of the image are needed to aept the "fae-present" hypothesis.In our approah the geometrial onstraints are modeled probabilistiallyin terms of spatial oordinates of disriminative regions. But these geomet-rial onstraints are used only to de�ne possible positions (hypotheses) ofobjet in the image. The �nal deision about objet presene in the imageis dedued from the photometri information ontent in the original image.4 ExperimentWe evaluated the method presented above on the problem of fae detetion.The XM2VTS database [10℄ was used to reate training and test image sets.In the experiment the disriminative regions were the eyes, the nostrils andthe mouth orners, reognised by loal detetors.In presenting our results we shall refer to fae oordinates (fae-spae).This is a oordinate system reated from manually labelled referene points(see Fig. 1a). We tested several oordinate systems with the onlusion, thatan aÆne oordinate system is apable of desribing a signi�ant portion ofpossible fae deformations. Therefore our fae oordinate system is de�nedby three (aÆne) points:� O average of all "eye points" (orners and entres for left and right eye)7



� P1 average of all "nostril and mouth points"� P2 average of left-eye and the right-eye points, where right-eye pointsare mirrored by O{P1 axis to the left hand side.The fae oordinate system is needed to evaluate the loalisation propertiesof the detetors in the learning proess.4.1 Detetor of disriminative regionsAs a distinguished region detetor we use the improved Harris orner detetor[7℄. Our implementation of the detetor is invariant to illumination hanges,sine we work diretly with the eigenvalues of the strutural matrix instead ofits trae and determinant. The threshold is omputed automatially from theneighbourhood of the interest point. Suh a orner detetor is not generallyinvariant to sale hange, but we solve this problem by searhing for interestpoints through several sales. The Harris interest points are depited inFig. 1b. Note, the interest point detetor also produe responses in thebakground, whih looks relatively uniform. This is aused by the fat thatthe treshold is omputed automatially. These responses an be removed, forexample, by learning a global threshold from the training data. Nonetheless,this is not neessary, sine these points will be removed at the next stage.Moreover, a large number of interest points simulates the situation withluttered bakground.The image in Fig. 1 shows the distribution of interest points over 600faes in the fae spae (brightness of the pixels represents the probability ofourrene of interest points at given oordinates). Note, the oordinateswith high probability values oinide with the manually labelled points. Itmeans, these points (DR) should de�ne disriminative regions (here we sup-pose, that humans often identify interest points as most disriminative partsof objet).Now, we make two simpli�ations of our general sheme. Our task isto detet frontal human faes. For simpliity, we suppose that there is noin-depth and only limited in-plane fae rotation. Further we assume thatall potential in-plane fae rotations are overed by the training database.Seondly, we assume that all di�erenes in fae sale are also aptured inthe training database. It means, we are able to detet faes under arbitraryillumination, but only under restrited rotation and sale (overed by samplesfrom the training database).Under the above assumption we an de�ne the MRs very simply, as ret-angular regions with the entre at the interest points. Then all the properties8



(a) (b) ()Figure 1: Interest points: a) Manually labelled IP, b) IP deteted by Harrisorner detetor, ) Distribution of Harris IP in fae spaeof a disriminative region are determined by the size of the region. As a de-sriptor of a region we use the olour information of all points ontained inthe region. The olour information is enoded as:Cr = R=(R +G +B)Cg = G=(R +G+B)CI = norm(R +G+B);where funtion norm(x) normalises the value of x in order to ensure thatmean = 0 and variane = 1 over the region. This operation guarantesinvariane to hanges of illumination.Next, we exploit the fat that the oordinates of deteted interest pointsoinide with manually registered points (ompare Fig. 1a and Fig. 1) andde�ne the disriminative regions as retangular regions plaed in positionswhere interest points are deteted onsistently. We selet ten positions (theleft eye entre, the right eye entre, the right left-eye orner, the left left-eyeorner, the right right-eye orner, the left right-eye orner, the left nostril,the right nostril, the left mouth orner, the right mouth orner), whih wefurther denote as regions 1{10 (see Fig. 2 for examples (in RGB)).Eah region is modeled by a uni-modal Gaussian in a low-dimensionalsub-spae and the hypothesis whether the sample belongs to the lass offaes is deided from the distane of this sample from the mean for a givenregion. The low-dimensional subspae (omputed by PCA) overs most ofthe region variation, while the mean square error aused by projetion is heldlower than 10% (in our appliation the dimensionality of the low-dimensionalspae was about 30). The distane from the mean is measured as a sum of thein sub-spae (DISS) and the from sub-spae (DFSS) distanes (Moghaddamet al. [11℄). 9



Region 1Region 2Region 3Region 4Region 5Region 6Region 7Region 8Region 9Region 10 Figure 2: Disriminative regions4.2 Combining EvideneThe method proposed in this paper is based on �nding the orrespondenesbetween generi fae features (re�ered to as disriminative regions) that liein the fae-spae and the fae features deteted in an image. This orre-spondene is then used to estimate the transformation that a generi faepossibly underwent. See Fig. 4 for detailed explanation. So far the orre-spondene of three points was used to estimate a four or six parametri aÆnetransformation, see equations (1) and (2) for details. A point from the faespae (in homogeneous oordinates [xFS; yFS; 1℄0) is transformed by eitherfour parametri aÆne transformation bT4 (involving rotation, isotropi saleand translation) or six parametri aÆne transformation bT6 (whih inludesanisotropi sale, rotation, translation and possibly shear) into a point in theimage spae [xIS; yIS; 1℄0 .bT40�24 xFSyFS1 351A = 24 p1 �p2 p3p2 p1 p40 0 1 3524 xFSyFS1 35 = 24 xISyIS1 35 (1)bT60�24 xFSyFS1 351A = 24 p1 p2 p3p4 p5 p60 0 1 3524 xFSyFS1 35 = 24 xISyIS1 35 (2)10



Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4
Region 5 Region 6 Region 7 Region 8

Region 9 Region 10Figure 3: Detetor of disriminative regions: exampleWhen the orrespondene between suh three points in the image and inthe fae spae is established, and the transformation from the fae spae toimage spae determined, the veri�ation of a "fae-present" hypothesis (i.e.if there really is a fae in the partiular position) beomes an easy task. Aninverse transformation (i.e. transformation from the image spae into thefae-spae) is found (bT �1) and the image path (ontaining the three pointsof orrespondene) is transformed into the fae-spae. The deision whetherthe "fae-present" hypothesis holds or not is arried out in the fae-spae,where all the variations introdued by the geometrial transformation (sofar only aÆne transformation is assumed to be the admissible transforma-tion that a generi fae an undergo) are ompensated (or at least reduedto a negligible extent). This is of a great importane, as even suh a sim-ple model of generi fae like Moghaddam's [11℄ probabilisti model an beused. The Mahalanobis distane from a generi fae lass is omputed forthe transformed path (potentially arrying a fae) and a threshold is usedto determine whether the path is from a fae lass or not, see Fig. 4.Moreover, many possible fae pathes do not have to be neessarily ver-i�ed, sine ertain onstraints an be put on the estimated transformation.Imagine for instane that all the feasible transformations that a fae an11
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Figure 4: Combination of evidene based on searhing for orrespondenesbetween triplets of points. There is an assumption that a generi fae (repre-sented as an eigenfae in this �gure) from a normalised fae spae an undergoertain transformation T , whih is generally in some ases nonlinear and in-ludes rotation, sale, translation, shear and any kind of deformation (suhas when a person hanges the fae expression). When a triplet of detetedpoints is found in an image and the orrespondene between the points inthe fae spae and the image spae is established (the deteted points aredepited as irles and the orresponding points in the fae spae as rosses)a linear estimate of T (in our ase bT4 or bT6) is omputed and used to trans-form the orresponding path into the fae spae, where the "fae-present"hypothesis is veri�ed.
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undergo are the saling from 50% to 150% of the original size in the faespae and rotations up to 30 degrees. This is quite a reasonable limitationwhih will ause most of the orrespondenes to be disarded without do-ing a ostly veri�ation in the fae spae (in our experiments the pruningreahed about 70%). In ase of the six parametri aÆne transform bothshear and anisotropi sale is inorporated as the admissible transformation.The results of experiments onduted on the XM2VTS database [10℄ and onseveral images with luttered bakground using bT6 proved inferior to the fourparametri one (bT4) (this was expeted, sine in the ase of frontal images,shear is not really a natural transformation aused by a vision system thatonverts 3D world into 2D image). A least square method using a threepoints orrespondene was employed to estimate the parameters of the fourparameter transformation.4.3 Algorithm summaryAlgorithm 1: Detetion of human faes1. Detetion of the distinguished regions. For eah image from thetest set, detet the distinguished regions using the illumination invari-ant version of the Harris detetor2. Detetion of the disriminative regions. For eah deteted distin-guished region determine to whih lass the region belongs using thePCA-based lassi�er in the olour spae from among ten disriminativeregion lasses (pratially the eye orners, the eye entres, the nostrilsand the mouth orners). The distinguished regions that do not belongto any of the prede�ned lasses are disarded.3. Combination of evidene.For every triplet of the disriminative regions do the following:� Compute the estimate of the transformation from the image spaeto the fae spae using the orrespondenes between the threepoints in the fae spae and in the image spae.� Deompose this transformation into rotation, sale, translationand possibly shear and test whether these parameters lie within aprede�ned onstraints, i.e. make the deision, whether the trans-formation is admissible or not.13



� If the transformation derived from the orrespondenes is admis-sible, transform the image path that is de�ned by the tranforma-tion of the fae outline (see Fig. 4) into the fae spae.� Verify the "fae present" hypothesis using a PCA-based lassi�er.� If the transformed path is lassi�ed as a fae, ompute the posi-tions of the ten disriminative regions.
4.4 ResultsExamples of the deteted disriminative regions are depited in Fig. 3. Note,from Tab. 1, that sine the lassi�er is very simple, the performane is notvery high. However, even with suh a simple detetor of disriminative re-gions the system is apable of deteting faes with very low error, sine weneed only a small number of suessfully deteted disriminative regions (inour ase only 3). false negative false positive% # % #Region 1 (outer left-eye orner) 31.89 191 72.26 3831Region 2 (left eye entre) 10.68 64 37.88 1342Region 3 (inner left-eye orner) 57.76 346 33.03 433Region 4 (inner right-eye orner) 54.92 329 19.85 218Region 5 (right eye entre) 15.03 90 22.34 538Region 6 (outer right-eye orner) 13.69 82 62.33 3260Region 7 (left nostril) 15.53 93 4.00 78Region 8 (right nostril) 12.52 75 5.07 104Region 9 (left mouth orner) 48.75 292 6.27 70Region 10 (right mouth orner) 33.56 201 14.90 233Table 1: Detetor of disriminative regions: performaneSeveral extensive experiments were onduted. Image pathes were de-lared as "fae" when their Mahanalobis distane based sore lied below aertain threshold. 200 images from the XM2VTS database were used fortraining a graysale lassi�er based on the Moghaddam method [11℄, as men-tioned earlier. 14



The detetion rate reahed 98% in ase of XM2VTS database - see Fig. 5for examples. Faes in several images ontaining luttered bakground weresuessfully deteted as shown in Fig. 6.

Corretly deteted False rejetionsFigure 5: Experiment results

Figure 6: Experiments with luttered bakground (arti�ial)5 Disussion and Future WorkWe proposed a method for fae detetion using disriminative regions. Thedetetor performane is very good fot the ase when the general fae de-tetion problem is onstrained by assuming a partiular amera and poseposition. We also assumed that the parts that appear distintive to the hu-man observer will be also disriminative, and therefore the disriminativeregions were seleted manually. In general, the orrelation between distin-tiveness and disriminativeness annot neessarily be assumed and therefore15



the disriminative regions should be "learned" from the training images. Thetraining problem was addresed in this paper only partially. As an alternativethe method proposed by Weber et al. [17℄ an be exploited.Sine we assumed that all possible rotations were overed by examplesin the training set, the detetor has good performane only if the atualrotations are small. If general fae rotation is allowed, the disriminativedesriptors omputed on MRs (measurement regions) have to be aÆne in-variant. Moreover, for our purposes, the disriminative desriptors need onlybe invariant to rotation, sine invariane to translation and sale is enforedby the properties of MRs.The admissible transformation, whih a fae an undergo has so far beenrestrited to aÆne transformation. Nevertheless, the results showed even insuh a simple ase, that high detetion performane an be ahieved. Futuremodi�ations will involve the employment of more omplex transformations(suh as general non-rigid transformations). The PCA based veri�ation anbe replaed by more powerful lassi�ers, suh as Neural Networks, or SupportVetor Mahines.6 ConlusionIn the paper, a novel framework for fae detetion was proposed. The frame-work is based on the idea that most real objets an be deomposed intoa olletion of loal parts tied by geometrial onstraints imposed on theirspatial arrangement. By exploiting this fat, fae detetion an be treated asreognition of loal image pathes (photometri information) in a given on-�guration (geometri onstraints). In our approah, disriminative regionsserve as a preliminary evidene reduing the searh time dramatially. Thisevidene is utilised for generating a normalised version of the image path,whih is then used for the veri�ation of the "fae present" hypothesis.This approah is robust to partial olusion and the illumination ompen-sation is simpler in omparison with the methods exploiting global models,whih usually try to inorporate all the fae lass variations, suh as geomet-rial transformations, lighting onditions, et. in one holisti model.The proposed method was applied to the problem of fae detetion. Theresults of extensive experiments are very promising. The experiments demon-strated that the proposed method is able to solve a rather diÆult problemin omputer vision. Moreover we showed that even simple reognition meth-ods (with a limited apability when used alone) an be on�gured to reatepowerful framework able to takle suh a diÆult task as fae detetion.16
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